A Study of Effects of Precipitation Hardening of Low-Alloy Copper-Nickel Spheroidal Cast Iron
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Abstract

One type of spheroidal cast iron, with additions of 0.51% Cu and 0.72% Ni, was subjected to precipitation hardening. Assuming that the greatest increase in hardness after the shortest time of ageing is facilitated by chemical homogenisation and fragmentation of cast iron grain matrix, precipitation hardening after pre-normalisation was executed. Hardness (HB), microhardness (HV), qualitative and quantitative metalographic (LM, SEM) and X-ray structural (XRD) tests were performed. The acquired result of 13.2% increase in hardness after ca. 5-hour ageing of pre-normalised cast iron confirmed the assumption.
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1. Introduction

Precipitation hardening of iron and copper alloys is possible thanks to the copper solubility in α iron increasing with the rise of temperature. The maximum copper solubility in iron reaches 2.2% m/m at 850°C, the eutectoid transformation temperature [1]. Exceeding the threshold saturation results in precipitating the copper excess in the form of ε phase. It is a solid threshold solution of iron in copper, with a 98.9% m/m content of Cu. The ε phase crystallises in an A1 lattice. The copper dissolved in iron causes the solvent structure to expand, in accordance with Vegard’s law [2-3]. The dispersion precipitates of the ε phase are a factor that strengthens the alloy. The precipitate dimensions do not depend under the given ageing conditions (temperature, time) from the copper content in the alloy [4]. Precipitation hardening is a routine thermal treatment of low-carbon, low-alloy HSLA (High Strength Low Alloy) steel. The very low content of carbon provides good weldability of this type of steel, and the required level of resilience properties is achieved by precipitation hardening. Aside from copper, HSLA steel also contains alloy additions such as Ni, Cr, Mo, Mn, but copper plays the primary role in precipitation hardening [5-10].

As an alloy addition in cast iron, copper is used in order to increase the pearlite content, which noticeably improves the resilience properties, at the same time reducing plasticity and impact strength [11]. Copper content in cast iron usually does not exceed 2% m/m. At copper content of ca. 2%, spheroidal cast iron is completely pearlitic [12]. An addition of nickel, similarly to copper, facilitates the eutectoid transformation of austenite into pearlite. Nickel and copper (at lower contents) do not stabilise eutectoid cementite, i.e. do not prevent intermediate graphitisation [13].

The presence of copper in cast iron’s chemical composition can be used for precipitation hardening [14-18]. In the case of cast iron with a lower copper content and no cementite-stabilising
additions, matrix ferritisation occurs during oversaturation. The lowering of resilience properties as a result of ferritisation is mostly compensated by the following effect of ageing.

In paper [18], cast iron with a 0.48% Cu content and ferritic matrix, after 32 hours of ageing under 450°C, acquired an Rm strength greater than 500 MPa, with unit elongation of ca. 23%.

The long time of ageing that led to acquiring the significant increase in resilience and hardness seems to be the primary obstacle in the way of greater popularisation of the presented treatment. Pre-normalisation of cast iron with increased copper content (2.1% Cu) resulted in a 26% increase in hardness even after 4 hours of ageing [19].

The goal of the paper is to determine the influence of preliminary thermal treatments on the kinetics and maximum effects of ageing of precipitation hardened low-alloy spheroidal cast iron.

2. Material, program and methodology of research

One type of low-alloy spheroidal cast iron was accepted for the research. The cast iron was smelted in a medium-frequency induction furnace with a 3.5 t capacity. Spheroidisation of the cast iron was performed using VL53M magnesium mortar (using bell method in a slender ladle), and modification - with FeSi75 ferrosilicon. The cast iron was cast into green-sand moulds replicating YII samples in accordance with PN-EN 1563:2012. 5-time resilience samples were made of cuboid ingots in accordance with PN-EN ISO 6892-1:2010. The result of the static stretch test is an average of three measurements. The HBW 2.5/187.5 hardness was measured at the heads of resilience samples. Cast iron chemical composition determined by spectroscopic means is presented in Table 1.

Table 1.
| Cast iron chemical composition, % m/m |
|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|
| C | Si | Mn | P | S | Mg | Cu | Ni | Ti |
| 3.39 | 2.62 | 0.29 | 0.042 | 0.010 | 0.046 | 0.51 | 0.72 | 0.011 |

The values of cast iron critical temperatures determined by dilatometry during constant heating and cooling at constant speed (0.019 K/s) are presented in Table 2. Mechanical properties and structural composition are presented in Table 3.

Table 2.
| Values of moulded cast iron critical temperatures, °C |
|---|---|---|---|---|
| A_{c1,1} | A_{c1,2} | A_{r1,1} | A_{r1,2} | T_{gr} |
| 788 | 862 | 820 | 729 | 732 |

Table 3.
| Mechanical properties and cast iron structure |
|---|---|---|---|---|---|
| Rm | MPa | HB | Structure, v/v% |
| 656 | 32 | 252 | 27.9 | 72.0 | 0.1 | 11.7 |

The structure of moulded cast iron is presented in Figure 1.

![Fig. 1. Moulded cast iron microstructure, etched with 2% HNO$_3$](image)

Moulded cast iron can be classified as grade EN-GJS-600-3 in accordance with the PN-EN 1563:2012 standard.

Three variants of precipitation hardening of cast iron have been assumed, designated S, N1 or N2, presented in a temperature-time system in Figures 2-4.
The operation of normalisation and oversaturation was performed on 10 mm tiles cut from YII sample casts. After oversaturation, the tiles were cut into 14x14x8 mm dice and aged for 0.5; 1; 2; 3; 4; 5; 6; 7; 8; 10; 12; 16; 24 or 32 hours. Normalisation and oversaturation was performed using a PSK-7 electric chamber furnace, while ageing in a bath furnace using SO 140 salt. Etched metallographic specimens were executed out of all samples. Quantitative microscopic analysis was performed on the recorded microstructure images using the NIS Elements 3.0 AR computer program. Images recorded using a Nikon Eclipse MA100 microscope were used. In order to determine ferrite grain size and pearlite inter-plate distance, metallographic tests on a JEOL JSM 5600 scanning microscope were performed. 5 hardness measurements were performed on each sample using Brinell 2.5/187.5 method and Struers Duramin 500 hardness meter. Ferrite and pearlite microhardness was determined using Vickers HV0.1 method and Hanemann lens. X-ray diffraction tests were performed on selected samples in order to measure the lattice parameter and the ferrite diffraction line half-width. Iron-filtered cobalt anode lamp radiation was used.

3. Test results with discussion

Normalised cast iron has pearlitic matrix with a small ferrite content in the form of incomplete, thin envelopes or non-continuous mesh (Fig. 5). Single-normalised cast iron from the 950°C temperature (N1) contains 0.7% ferrite Fig. 5a), while double-normalised (N2) from the 900°C temperature in the second normalisation treatment - 1.2% ferrite (Fig. 5b). The rate of air cooling of 10 mm cast iron tiles measured within the 850-500°C range is identical in both cases and equals 1.23 K/s. The observed effect of austenitisation temperature on the quantitative composition of the structure is confirmed by paper [20].

Cast iron normalised in accordance with variant N1 has hardness of 322 HB, for variant N2 - 305 HB. Microhardness of moulded cast iron pearlite is 322 HV0.1, normalised per the N1 variant - 380 HV 0.1, and normalised per the N2 variant - 360 HV0.1.

The fact that cast iron pearlite hardness after single normalisation (380 HV0.1) is greater than after double normalisation (360 HV0.1) can not be explained by inter-plate distance λ, since it is identical in both cases and equals 0.15 µm.

It is to be assumed that in both cases (N1 and N2) we are dealing with quasi-pearlite with a ratio of ferrite to cementite quantity ration deviating from the equilibrium (Fig. 6). The ration can be reduced in cast iron cooled from a higher temperature (950°C) due to the greater saturation of austenite with carbon.

The repeated normalisation operation (N2) after austenitisation from a lower temperature aims to break up the
matrix grains, which can grow during austenitisation at 950°C (N1) [21].

Ferrite grain size measurements on samples oversaturated using the random secant method [22] demonstrated that grain size in cast iron normalised once (N1) and twice (N2) is similar and equals 10.5 or 11.3 µm, respectively. Ferrite grains in raw cast iron (S) are highly varied in terms of size, and the average size is 14.9 µm. Ferrite grain size measurement results did not demonstrate growth after austenitisation at 950°C, nor fragmentation due to repeated normalisation with austenitisation at 900°C.

Oversaturation and ageing conditions are the same in all variants of precipitation hardening (Figs. 2-4). During the oversaturation (heating at sub-critical temperature of 720°C for 4 hours), graphitisation and spheroidisation of cementite occurs to a large degree. Graphitisation occurs intensively in moulded cast iron (S, Fig. 7a) or double normalised (N2, Fig. 7e). Ferrite content in cast iron oversaturated per variant S increases to 90.6% v/v, while for variant N2 to 84.8% v/v. The highest pearlite content (ca. 36%) is observed in the matrix of single normalised cast iron (N1). The ferrite-pearlite border is blurred (Fig. 7c). Precise quantitative assessment of ferrite is difficult in this case.

Fig. 7. Microstructure of oversaturated cast iron: a) variant S, c) variant N1, e) variant N2; microstructure of cast iron aged for 32 h: b) variant S, d) variant N1, f) variant N2

The decrease in pearlite content and spheroidisation of eutectoid cementite causes a significant drop in oversaturated cast iron hardness relative to the input state. Hardness of cast iron oversaturated in accordance with variant S is 209 HB (decrease of
C does not cause qualitative or oversaturated ferrite ray diffraction tests of selected cast iron samples to undergo oversaturation at subnormalised cast iron, hardness reaches its maximum (peak hardness of cast iron hardened in accordance with normalisation facilitates homogenisation of chemical composition in the cast iron matrix. This results in a fuller oversaturation (Tab. 4) and shorter time until maximum hardness is attained. The sensibility of repeated normalisation is debatable.

4. Conclusions

1. Low-alloy copper-nickel spheroidal cast iron can be successfully precipitation hardened (hardness increase of 9.1-13.2%) using four-hour oversaturation at sub-critical (720°C) temperature with following ageing at 450°C.

2. Pre-normalisation of cast iron shortens the ageing time required to attain maximum hardness to 5 hours. Cast iron reaches maximum hardness (249 HB) and, as has to be assumed, tensile strength that correspond to moulded cast iron. Due to the predominant ferrite content in the matrix, plastic qualities of precipitation hardened cast iron can be superior to moulded cast iron. The above assumptions have to be verified by comprehensive tests of mechanical properties.

3. Precipitation hardening of moulded cast iron is not effective, since the maximum increase in hardness is the lowest (9.1%) and is reached only after 32 hours of ageing.

4. The only significant effect of double pre-normalisation is a more complete ferritisation of the matrix in the course heating during oversaturation. This effect can be achieved by extending the oversaturation time and skipping repeated normalisation.
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